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COMBINING PERIOD STYLES
Where traditional furnishing is used in a home several period
styles are usually combined. Complete restriction, to one style
may lack individuality and seem stilted and monotonous. Further-
more, when any style was first created, it was probably used with
pieces of the transitional period preceding it and also with im-
ported pieces. The present interpretation need not be more pure
than the original style was. See page 89 for illustrations.
Variety within unity is the goal to be set in combining styles, as
in other art problems. Enough variety should be sought to give
interest, but not enough to disrupt the unity. A lack of unity and
a museum-like feeling result from furnishing different rooms in one
house in widely varying styles.
The art components are excellent guides in combining period
styles. Styles which agree in expressiveness, texture, scale, form,
and color can be used together.
The expressiveness of combined styles should be in accord. For
example, the playful Rococo cannot be combined with the stern
Cromwellian. The popular eighteenth-century group consists of
a variety of styles that all express the same feeling.
The texture of furnishings is involved in their assembling, for
fine and coarse effects should not be combined. The kind of wood
and the kind of upholstery material are important. For example,
the elegance of a Sheraton mahogany chair is incompatible with
the crudeness of a Tudor chair of oak.
Proper scale precludes the use of heavy and light styles together.
Both size and weight are factors* For example, Renaissance and
Neo-Classic forms have the same source, tmt their bulk is so dif-
ferent that they are not compatible.
Related forms are the most harmonious. Important differences
in form indicate important differences in spirit.
Color is a guide of significance. The dark stains and rich colors
of heavy furniture cannot be combined with the pale colors and
gilt of delicate furniture.
The international decorative movements form a broad basis for
combining furniture of different periods* In general, all Renais-
sance furniture is harmonious, all Baroque furniture is harmonious,
and all Neo-Qassic furniture is harmonious, regardless of nationality,

